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1 Introduction

Symmetric and diagonally-dominant (SDD) linear systems
appear in many applications of computer science. These
systems are usually of important size and solving them is the
main computational task. Direct methods for solving linear
systems are much too slow in the case of huge systems. In
2013, Kelner et al. [1] proposed a new approach for solving
SDD systems in time which is nearly-linear in the number of
nonzero entries. The original paper [1] presents this method
using a physical interpretation of the problem. From this
approach, it is unclear how this method works in a matrix
theoretic point of view. In this talk, we explain Kelner’s al-
gorithm using only matrix theoretic arguments.

2 Problem Formulation

A particular case of linear system is when the coefficient
matrix is the Laplacian matrix of an undirected graph with
positive weights along the edges. The Laplacian matrix of
such a graph is defined as

L = D−A,

where D is the diagonal matrix of the vertex degrees and A
is the weighted adjacency matrix. These particular systems
are called Laplacian systems and are SDD linear systems.
They are of particular interest since it has been shown that
if one can solve any Laplacian system in nearly-linear time,
then one can solve any SDD system in nearly-linear time as
well.

Consequently, we consider a Laplacian system

Lv = b.

This system is supposed to have an exact solution vopt .

The goal is finding an ε-approximate solution vK , namely
vK satisfies

||vK − vopt ||L ≤ ε · ||vopt ||L,
in nearly-linear time, i.e. in time

O(m logc n),

where n is the number of vertices (or the size of the system)
and m is the number of edges (or the number of nonzero
entries in L).

In this talk, we explain the Kelner algorithm through matrix
theoretic arguments.

3 The Kelner algorithm

The method is based on the usual factorization of the Lapla-
cian matrix through an incidence matrix B ∈ R

m×n:

L = BT R−1B,

where R−1 ∈ R
m×m is the diagonal matrix of the weights

along the edges.

We use the variable change f = R−1Bv. The method is made
up of the two following steps:

1. Solve the Laplacian system in variable f , namely
solve

BT f = b

and compute an ε-approximation fK of the minimal
R-norm solution fopt to BT f = b.

In order to find fK , a coordinate descent method is
used.

2. Given fK , use the variable change fK = R−1Bv to find
an ε-approximate solution to Lv = b.

In our talk, we explain the Kelner method in details and we
show how to perform the crucial steps in order to get a run-
ning time in

O(m log2 n).
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